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Vision 

Who are we as a Church school?   

Why are we here? 

Name of School:       Euxton Church of England Primary School 

URN: 119473 

Date and grade of last SIAMS inspection: 26th November 2015  - Good 

Date and grade of last Ofsted Inspection:  May 2011 - Outstanding 

 

School context: 

 

 

 

 

 

• Euxton Church of England Primary School is a one form entry, 7 class school, situated in Euxton on the 

outskirts of Chorley. The school is a very popular, oversubscribed school due to its strong reputation for 

being a caring, Christian school where children flourish. The children come from a range of home and 

some different cultural backgrounds.  The inclusive nature of the school is a key feature and one which is 

celebrated and valued.  

• The school has 8 teaching staff and 16 teaching assistants. Since the last inspection the school has a new 

Headteacher (appointed Sept 2016). The Headteacher is proud to be an Associate Adviser for the 

Diocese. Supporting the Headteacher are two Assistant Headteacher’s.  

• The school liaises closely with outside agencies to support our children and their families.  

• The school has an excellent relationship with and enjoys support from Euxton Parish Church and 

Reverend Jo Smith is a frequent visitor and integral part of our school family. 

• The school Governors are extremely supportive of all aspects of school life. A number of them are 

regular visitors in school both in their governance role and as volunteer helpers in various year groups. 

Meetings are well attended and governors engage in positive and productive discussions. 

• In our Christian family, we all SHINE in the light of Jesus. 

Strong Christian ethos, built upon Christian values. 

Happy memories made in a fun, loving and caring place. 

Inspirational teaching and learning, with high expectations for all. 

Nurturing environment, safe and secure, where all are valued and success is celebrated. 

Everyone working as a team in a school where we are all proud to belong. 

• We created our Vision Statement in 2017, involving all our stakeholders. This was such a special process 

and we were grateful to Liz from the Diocese for all her support. The children know their Vision 

Statement and we sign it in worship. 

• In our church school community everyone is valued, nurtured and enabled to flourish. We encourage 

everyone to “SHINE” in all aspects of their life, following the example of Jesus Christ. Through a 

supportive environment, based on our strong Christian values, everyone is encouraged to achieve their full 

potential.  

 

 

 

[You may wish to comment on: School status (including any recent change in status, organisational set up and 

funding agreement) NOR; social and economic circumstances; staffing changes; pupils with 

disabilities/learning difficulties.] 
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Data:  

 

EYFS 

Skills and abilities on entry to school are generally typical for the age range, or slightly above. Outcomes as 

measured by good level of development (GLD). GLD over time has been higher than the national whilst this year 

87% attained this expectation compared to 72% national.  

Key Stage 1 (KS1) 

The proportion of children passing the phonics screening check has been consistently 

above national over time, although this year it was in line with national. All children who did the test in Year 2 

passed. The percentage of children attaining the expected standard in reading was 80%, writing 80% and 

mathematics 80%. Attainment in reading, writing and mathematics is therefore above average in all areas when 

compared to national. At greater depth 33% attained in reading, 23% in writing and 27% in mathematics. In all of 

these measures attainment is above national levels. We have consistently been above national over time. 

Key Stage 2 (KS2) 

In KS2 97% of pupils attained the expected standard in reading, 90% in writing and 93% 

in mathematics. Combined attainment was 87%, well above the national figure of 65%. Results at the end of KS2 

are consistently above the national average and significantly in terms of combined. The same applies for those 

achieved GDS. At the higher standard, 43% attained in reading, 30% writing and 37% in mathematics. Progress 

measures are excellent and in 2020 we received a letter from Rt Hon Nick Gibb stating our progress was in the top 

3% of all schools nationally. 

 

Support for vulnerable pupils: Who are your significant groups of vulnerable pupils and how is any gap between 

these pupils and others in the school diminishing?   

 

The school currently has Pupil Premium funding for 19 children of which 1 is looked after by the court, 4 are 

children previously in care and 2 are service children. 

 

Additional TA support is available in classes to ensure our PPG children have sufficient support to flourish. We also 

ensure school provides support for these children to access school trips and other experiences to broaden their 

opportunities to ‘shine’.  Funding is used to fund outdoor education and provide vulnerable children with 

opportunities to participate in targeted sporting sessions alongside other schools. For some of our children support 

for their family is crucial and the HT works closely with several of the families as lead professional or alongside 

CSC to ensure access to other services is available. We have a number of support staff trained in nurture and 

counselling and their work is invaluable.  

 

We currently have 4 children with EHC plans. Additional support is in place through TA support and intervention to 

help these children thrive in our school.  

 

Provision and Impact 

How then do we live? 
 

Provision: What do you do because of your Christian 

vision? (Actions taken) 

 

The school prides itself on being a nurturing school 

based on the Christian values of wisdom, compassion, 

humility, friendship, peace, trust, forgiveness and hope. 

We encourage everyone in our community to live out 

these values and reflect on them constantly. The quality 

of relationships which supports the Christian ethos is 

strength of the school.  

 

Impact: How do you know it is working? 

 

Questionnaires from parents and staff at the end of 

the year support our view that we are a caring, 

nurturing school.  

 

We listen to the views of our children through our 

different pupil voice groups and in our lessons and we 

value their opinions and make changes as a result.  
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Stakeholders are valued as part of the school’s 

Christian family and are frequently welcomed into 

school or contacted by the children in order to share in 

school life.  Christian values and biblical teaching are 

central to both the programme of Collective Worship 

and class teaching encouraging all pupils to develop and 

an understanding of What Would Jesus Do? Behaviour 

Management procedures are aimed at acknowledging 

children’s kindness and attitude. We follow the Diocesan 

Weekly Focus and the central display is interactive and 

changed weekly. A programme of bible stories forms 

part of daily worship. The annual pupil questionnaire 

demonstrates that children enjoy coming to school and 

are enthused by the teaching; they have every 

confidence in their teachers’ abilities to help them to 

learn and achieve. The children feel safe and secure; 

they know they can talk to adults in school if they have 

worries or problems. 

 

The school has an open door policy so that parents and 

carers can discuss issues at any time. In all areas of the 

curriculum the children are taught to respect each 

other’s ideas through working partners, group work and 

class projects. They respect each other and support 

each other both in their learning and on a personal level 

as Buddies and Play Leaders. Members of the School 

Council and Worship Group are acutely aware of their 

responsibility in representing the views of their peers 

and in promoting the aims and values of the school.  The 

various projects that they have undertaken have 

resulted from acts of worship, curriculum work or 

individual children’s suggestions and reflect the 

Christian ethos. Examples include Fair Trade, 

sponsorship and fundraising for Mikoroshoni Primary 

School in Kenya, Christmas Shoe Boxes and fund raising 

for so many child-initiated charities, many of these as a 

result of the children’s own experiences and those of 

family members. The school has a close relationship 

with Blackburn Diocese Board of Education and often 

networks with other church schools. Staff attend 

Diocesan Cluster meetings.  

 

Feedback from visitors to our school at Open days, 

worship and other agencies all tell us that how they feel 

the Christian vision in the school as they walk around 

and in the way we deal with our children and promote 

our vision in everything we do.  

 

Our children speak with passion about the Christian 

vision. They live out our vision on a daily basis and can 

describe it to others.  

Our staff are a family who support each other and work 

well together. They encourage each other and build 

each other up at all times.  

 

Our governors are part of our school family. Many are in 

school regularly supporting in class and helping in school. 

They encourage the staff and support us in all we do. 

We have an annual Governors Day, which begins with an 

Act of Worship and allows the children to become even 

more familiar with our Governors and for them in turn 

to see our school in action. 

 

Our parents tell us how much they appreciate our care 

for their children and so many are keen to come into 

school and support us. Parents of children who join us 

from other schools are highly complementary of the 

difference in their children since starting at our school. 
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Strand 1: Vision and Leadership   
In developing vision and leadership in a Church school, the school must evaluate: 

To what extent is the school’s vision and its associated values grounded in a clear theology firmly 

rooted in a Christian narrative?  

To what extent do leaders show awareness and understanding of current thinking in Church school 

education?  

Action and Impact 

 
• School leaders have developed a Christian vision for the school which underpins every aspect of school life. 

‘In our Christian family, we all SHINE in the light of Jesus’. This underpins our fundamental values for our 

school. Each morning in worship our children bless each other with those words as a reminder to each other 

to reflect that in all their actions throughout the day. Our vision of ‘In our Christian family, we all SHINE in 

the light of Jesus’, based around 'Let your light shine' Matthew 5:16 underpins our philosophy as a school. 

We encourage all of our children to value each other and be proud of what we are good at. We encourage 

children to support children who find things difficult, to play with children who have no one to play with and 

to support each other, and this is visible throughout the day. Our children with SEND are greatly nurtured, 

not just by staff, but by our children who care for each other. The LA SEND team highly praise our 

inclusive ethos and we have been asked by them to support other schools.  

• The Vision Statement was created during the first year of the new Headteacher appointment and involved 

all stakeholders: children, parents, staff and governors, and the Diocese supported us with the initial 

meeting. Our Vision Statement is included on all documentation and is proudly placed on our Welcome Sign. 

It is also at the front of our hall, which the children, staff and parents can all see clearly. The Vision 

Statement, in its entirety, is displayed at the front of the school building for all to see.  The impact of this 

is that it is known by all. Our children understand our vision as they reflect on it regularly in worship. Each 

day we remind them of the vision as we use it as a blessing. The vision statement is visible around school in 

many prominent places. In our Staff meetings and Governors meetings we reflect on our vision during our 

discussions and staff are all given regular opportunities to reflect on how we live out our vision and how we 

can improve any aspects of this. Our vision statement is lived out in our school in a number of ways:  

✓ Our pupil behaviour is excellent and pupils support each other in a caring way 

✓ Staff support the children and each other in a caring way.  

✓ Relationships between parents and school are incredibly strong and we listen to them and act on any 

concerns.  

✓ Our school environment positively reflects our Christian ethos. Visitors regularly comment on the 

positive, calm and Christian feeling which our school radiates.  

• Wanting to further increase opportunities for spiritualty, including varying methods of prayer, we held a 

spiritual day in school in Summer 2018. A range of activities were held including prayer, reflection and art 

activities and this culminated in an outdoor act of worship in our newly created Spiritual Serenity Garden. 

Children are now more aware that they can prayer anywhere and at any time. We currently have 8 Christian 

Values, which are also included on documentation and also in the hall. We focus on these and revisit during 

worship, but also explore other Christian Values too. Biblical references are scattered throughout school, 

based on our Christian Values. They are all child-friendly. We have one value per half term which we can 

explore through worship, big questions and RE lessons and throughout the day in school. We also have 

adopted the five principles of the Christian Heartsmart and following a launch day now focus on each strand 

each half-term. Usually each class spends an additional afternoon simply on this. Therefore children know 

these, understand these and are able to relate these to scripture. 

• Staff and Governors attend Diocesan training events to keep up to date on current church school thinking. 

Our website ensures our thinking, and that of the Diocese, are clearly shared with all our stakeholders. Staff 

meetings are held regularly to review our RE teaching or our Christian Distinctiveness. The Headteacher is a 

practicing Christian. He attends Diocesan training and conferences. He is an Associate Adviser for the 

Diocese. Both Assistant Headteachers are practicing Christians, as are many of our staff. They have attended 

Christian Leadership courses and now lead RE in our school. The commitment that our school has to appointing 

leadership staff with a faith commitment permeates in all school decisions and enriches our Christian 

distinctiveness. All teachers teach RE themselves. This is not taught as part of PPA cover or by support staff. 
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We feel this further highlights the importance of this and although support staff also play a role in the 

teaching, it is planned and led by teachers teaching their own class. 

To what extent does your Christian vision shape school policies and church school development 

plans? 

How is priority given to collective worship and to religious education (RE)? 

Action and Impact  
 

• As a school we review all of our policies at least annually. All our policies and subject leader reports include 

our Vision Statement. Subject leaders explore how our children can shine in the light of Jesus, meaning this 

is integral to all aspects of our curriculum. Our first section of the SDP is always Church School 

Distinctiveness. Our School Development Plan is driven by the desire to find opportunities for all of our 

children to SHINE in all aspects of their school life and by a desire to ensure that our children feel valued 

and loved as well as achieve academically. This ensures that our Christian vision is reflected in the policies 

and in turn is integral to all we do. 

• As a school, the nurturing of all our community is at the centre of what we do and showing the love of Jesus 

in a practical way. Staff are very approachable and get to know families very well. In times of need families 

often turn to us for support, guidance or to pray together. Although it can be difficult to see families go 

through challenging times, it is rewarding for us to feel part of their healing. Many families have also received 

external support should this be deemed necessary and this has proven to be very effective. Our vision drives 

forward our desire to help every child achieve their full potential through developing our staff and our 

teaching strategies to maximize impact of teaching and learning. Parents are very open and honest with us. 

• Our school is fully inclusive in every way. We embrace children from other faiths and from diverse 

backgrounds and our children learn to support our SEND children, many of whom have had complex needs. 

Parents of our SEND children are so supportive and thankful for all we do for their children, and we in turn 

to them for the part they play in the process. SEND children make god progress and are happy in school. 

• Collective worship is driven and led by our Headteacher, however it is also driven by our children. We regularly 

discuss with them how they want worship to look and involve them in the planning and the execution of our 

worship. They embrace opportunities to take part leading worship, selecting songs for worship and leading the 

prayers in worship. Our children engage fully in worship as they feel they are helping to develop it and are 

part of it. They enjoy worship and are active participants. Our children attend our Church Parade Services as 

they have a desire to represent their school.  

• Our RE Co-ordinators have attended training with the HT and the RE teacher through Blackburn Diocese. 

They have led training sessions for all of our staff on the RE syllabus. RE is taught effectively throughout 

school. It is timetabled every week and all RE teaching is delivered by teachers. Standards are very good and 

the teaching very strong. 

How well do leaders ensure that the school’s formal partnerships are supported, sustained and 

informed by the school’s Christian vision and associated values? This includes how well school 

leaders work with the local diocese/circuit and churches. 

Action and Impact 

 
• The school is actively involved with the Diocese and staff (teachers and TA’s), and children, regularly attend 

courses and conferences with the Diocese, including cluster events with other schools to share good practice 

with other Church schools locally. Staff are up to date with current strategic Church school leadership and 

this is shared with all stakeholders. It informs our planning for RE, Worship and how we develop as a church 

school.  

• The school has very strong links with our local church Euxton Parish. Our vicar, Rev. Jo Smith, visits the 

school regularly to lead worship. She supports school in many ways, including talking to the children and with 

visits to church. Rev. Jo is an active member of our Governing Body and pastorally is phenomenal. The 

Headteacher led worship for the parish in the absence of a vicar. Our children represent our school in the 

family services each month, carrying our school flag. They are also involved in services in church at least 

termly. Our staff, children and parents feel part of the church community as we worship there, take part in 

events at the church and members of the church regularly come into school.  

• We hold church services in church at Christmas and Easter and other key times in the school year. Our vicar 

meets with the headteacher at least weekly and where pastoral support might be needed they discuss the 

appropriate support from church and school.  
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• We have utilised zoom by arranging all four Euxton schools to be involved in phase group worship, led by Rev. 

Jo. This was throughout enjoyed by all and further strengthened the community links, as well as Rev. Jo’s 

relationship with her parish schools.  

• Our children produce displays for church which gives the work an audience and also allows the parishioners to 

see the work we do in school. 

• We have recently introduced ‘Agape’ for all of our children, which has further deepened their understanding 

of Eucharist. 

• We have an excellent relationship with other CE primary schools, and our children attend the annual ethos 

conference at St. James CE Primary in Chorley. 

How well do leaders ensure that all staff members at all levels are supported in the development of 

their understanding of the school as a Church school?  

How well are future Church school leaders prepared and supported through professional 

development leading to improved practice? 

Action and Impact 

 
• All staff have regular training on understanding their role in a church school. All staff are aware of our vision. 

Staff have opportunities to input into our development as a church school. All staff understand the vision and 

carry it out in their daily roles which results in them being clear that our vision is our key driver in everything 

we do. Staff are asked to share in worship and are participants of worship in school, which develops their own 

spirituality. 

• Our SLT have all completed induction training with the Diocese. All staff and visitors are familiarised with 

the vision and asked to support this in their work and all encouraged to help develop it. Training for all staff 

supports all of our staff to feel valued and fulfilled in their roles.  

How well do governors ensure that a robust and continuous self-evaluation process is in place that 

involves the school community in evaluating their effectiveness as a Church school?  

Action and Impact  

 
• Our SEF is an ongoing process and is evaluated regularly. We hold meetings with our Governors to look at our 

SEF. Everyone is involved in completing the SEF including our children, staff and governors. Everyone 

understands their part in developing our church school and ensuring that all aspects of our Christian life are 

developed fully in school. This has, in turn, produced a document that reflects the views of all. 

Have the recommendations from the previous SIAMS inspection been addressed and brought about 

positive outcomes for pupils? 

Actions and Impact  

 
• Extend the process of self-evaluation of the school as a church school so that there are regular formal 

reviews in which all aspects of the school’s church school distinctiveness are considered and included. 

This is a now a section on the termly Headteachers report to Governors, which means the full governing body 

have more insight into our church school distinctiveness. This document also includes a section on self-

evaluation, including SIAMS. Our School Improvement Plan now has its own section on church school 

distinctiveness, which is shared with parents. All members of our school community were involved in the 

process of self-evaluation when revisiting our Vision Statement. The SIAMS SEF is a shared document, with 

contributions from different stakeholders. 

• Embed a consistent approach to Anglican belief and practice in school worship so that children become 

familiar with a range of Anglican traditions and age appropriate awareness of the Trinity. The children 

are now familiar with these traditions, which are evident on class and whole school worship. They all have an 

age appropriate awareness of the Trinity. Lighting of the candle at the start of every act of worship highlights 

the Trinity. 

• Adopt a more through approach to monitoring and evaluation of religious education (RE) to inform 

developments in the subject. RE is treated as a core subject in our school with assessment data collected 

by the RE subject leaders. Annually, they produce a powerpoint for the Governing Body on standards and 

coverage, as well as action plan updates and next steps. This also includes photographs. This is produced 

following monitoring time, where they observe, talk to children, do work sampling, etc. The teaching of the 

new RE syllabus is on all teachers Performance Management this year, and RE lesson observations will be held. 

Each term, as a core subject, we ask for examples of RE work on a given theme, which is then looked at from 
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Reception to Y6 by all staff and moderated. This has proven to be very successful as it gives all staff an 

overview of the subject and the progression of knowledge, understanding and skills throughout school. 

Your case for excellence 

As a school we have a very clear vision and Christian values which we all understand and live by. 

These underpin everything we do in school and are promoted all the time. All staff and volunteers 

understand this vision and have training and support to ensure they understand how to contribute to 

this ethos. CPD for all of our staff supports our Christian vision and new staff are immediately 

enrolled on Diocesan courses. The school develops its staff well.  
 

 

Strand 2: Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills    
 

In developing wisdom, knowledge and skills in a Church school, the school must evaluate:             

How effective is the school at meeting the academic needs of all pupils through the curriculum? 

How effective is the school in identifying and supporting those who are more vulnerable and who 

may have additional learning and personal needs?  

Action and Impact  

• Our curriculum provides opportunities for everyone to ‘SHINE’. Children are given opportunities to excel 

in sports and music through specialist teachers, or through working with specialist staff and visitors into 

school. Children have opportunities to develop a range of skills and find areas in school where they can 

excel. Each class holds a half-termly WOW event, which spans across the full range of the curriculum, 

providing memorable and experiential learning to complement class topics, encouraging children to really 

love learning and have a deeper level of understanding of the subject.  Children are given opportunities to 

lead in school either through school council, playleaders, Fairtrade, and Y6 responsibilities.   

• Our staff encourage each other to develop skills to teach the curriculum, supporting each other with 

training in subjects where they are less confident, staff supporting each other with ICT. Relationships 

between staff are incredibly strong and they ask each other for support. There is a real ‘open door’ policy 

where staff are not afraid of support from others, and in fact they welcome it. The staff pull together, 

especially in difficult situations. Staff will take on supporting role for new staff, allowing them to feel 

confident in undertaking new events that have been longstanding at the school. Growth mindset helps our 

children understand they can have a try and not be afraid to fail. Our children engage well with learning 

and are confident. They feel able to make mistakes in a safe environment. They support each other in 

their learning. 

• Wellbeing of all our school family is a priority. We follow an excellent scheme called 1Decision, which 

ensures coverage and age appropriate language and scenarios are adopted. Alongside this, we have adopted 

the 5 Heartsmart principles, which are enhanced with the Christian element and underpinned by biblical 

quotes. Should there be a PSHE concern, learning is placed on hold to address important issues. Our 

children are overwhelming happy and healthy, both mentally and physically. They know who to turn to in 

times of need. 

• Children with special skills are encouraged to develop these alongside their academic skills. Children are 

encouraged to develop as musicians, sportspeople and artists. Circle time and giving opportunities for the 

children to talk help children talk through their concerns. Specific social groups are established in school. 

We give great importance to our children’s wellbeing and children access pastoral groups during lesson 

time where this is needed. We promote the 5 steps of wellbeing and how to achieve the ‘Great Dream’. The 

impact on some of our children has been an incredible success and changed lives. Our sporting success is 

outstanding, but also inclusive. As well as participating in leagues, we also enter competitions which 

encourage inclusivity regardless of sporting ability. This is important to us. Children also attend specialist 

PE events to develop their skills. We bring in coaches for more unusual PE activities, such as fencing.  

• Our pupil premium money is spent to ensure adequate support is available in every class for our most 

vulnerable pupils and staff are all asked to report termly on the progress of these children and the impact 

of intervention. This is fed back to our Governing Body. What now takes priority is the ‘wellbeing’ of these 

children, which is included in the PP reports and discussed as a GB. PPG money is also set aside to ensure 
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our children can access after school clubs and trips with financial support from school.  Our PPG children 

are carefully monitored and intervention put in place to support them academically. They make good 

progress.  

• Our children feel that everything they do is recognised and praised in school. We ensure every 

achievement is acknowledged and praised. Every Friday during worship opportunities to celebrate 

achievement are provided for inside and outside of school.  

• Our community all share and understand that spiritual development stems from a diverse range of aspects. 

These include our pastoral care, our relationships with each other in the community, recognising and 

acknowledging strengths within each other, praising each other and affirming our relationships in 

additional to our worship and prayer and teaching of RE. Everyone understands their part in sharing our 

vision statement and our Christian values and that this includes every aspect of our daily life in school and 

that faith in action is as important as our worship and reflection.  

• Our provision for SEN is carefully managed to ensure each child is afforded the opportunities they need 

to help them flourish. We have highly trained teachers and support staff with a wealth of expertise in 

many areas of SEN who support children with SEN in accessing a broad and balanced curriculum that is at 

the right level of challenge for them, as well as meeting their specific additional needs. Time is given with 

parents to discuss our support and share strategies to help our children.  Support is put in place for our 

previously looked after children to ensure all of their needs are met. Staff are allocated to classes based 

on the proportion of SEN and PPG children to ensure classes where there is a heavier weighting of 

vulnerable pupils have additional support. Parents of our previously looked after and SEN children tell us 

that they appreciate our care and provision and they can see the impact of our activities. Children tell us 

that they have support in school and they feel valued and loved by their teachers in school. 

How well does the school support all pupils in their spiritual development, enabling all pupils to 

flourish?   

Action and Impact 

• In daily worship our children are given opportunities to pray and reflect. Daily our children lead prayers 

reflecting on situations they are experiencing or something in the worship that has touched them. In class 

worship children reflect and answer big questions and faith questions and show a strong spiritual 

awareness in these sessions. Children love leading worship, choosing worship songs and leading prayers and 

can talk about the aspects of worship they enjoy. Children love answering big questions and thinking about 

big issues in faith as part of their class worship. Children are keen to join in and lead class prayers before 

lunch and at the end of the day. Children visit worship areas, bible stories and contribute to the class 

scrapbook and enjoy sharing these together.  

• We celebrate our children’s gifts and talents by allowing all of our children opportunities to perform in 

school concerts and worships so that all feel valued. We give our class ‘Superstar’ for achievements in 

school and we celebrate achievements out of school in our worship. The Headteacher has special 

certificates he gives as and when staff feel the children deserve one, which are taken home. Superstars  

meet each week over juice and biscuits with the Headteacher, giving them the opportunity to chat abou 

our school and to share work they are proud of. We look for ways all of our children can take a part in 

school life and feel special and valued. Our children enjoy a range of experiences whilst in school and 

parents greatly appreciate the wide range of opportunities we offer them. Attendance at Celebration 

Worship is very good and our parents and families tell us how much they value this. Children enjoy sharing 

their achievements.  

• We look at the access of our children to clubs outside of school and ensure that we support children who 

may not otherwise access these activities. We provide support staff to accompany those children with 

additional needs who would otherwise not be able to attend. Many of our children access clubs and 

activities which they may otherwise not access due to our support.  

• Our school maximizes its use of the amazing outdoor spaces we have. We have an amazing Spinney which 

was rejuvenated in Autumn 2019. Our Spinney has Christian symbols and quotes, and has scope for the 

children to explore the area using their five senses. The Spinney was dedicated by Stephen Whittaker, 

Director of Education, in a special service involving children, staff, parents and Governors. Children have 

access to the Spinney for worship (Remembrance is an example), curriculum and free time play. We also 

have another outdoor worship space which is called our Serenity Garden. This was created in partnership 

with our PTFA and families spent part of their weekend transforming a dull space into something lovely. 
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Our playtimes offer choices of ball games, quiet play and indoor activities and playground leaders are 

trained to support. Our Friendship bench helps to ensure no children are left out, although the nature of 

our children means this is rarely used. Our outdoor activities are greatly valued by our children and 

parents and many talk with enthusiasm about them. EYFS and Key Stage one all have well used outdoor 

areas, with Reception and Year 1 recently having these extended, in order to provide better quality 

provision which is now accessible in more inclement weather. Staff also run lunchtime and after school 

clubs which allow children to further develop their talents and pursue their passions. We work hard to 

build up the self-esteem of our children through nurture, PHSE and providing opportunities for children to 

grown in confidence. Our children are given strategies which they can refer back to when they feel low. 

Throughout all our assessments we remind children that we are testing their progress and remind them of 

how well they have done against their own target. We play down testing to avoid stress in school and when 

we feed back results we talk to children about their own development rather than their development 

compared to others. More formal SATS tests are seen as a celebration of everything they can do and as a 

result stress levels are kept low. Children speak well of SATS and how they have felt supported by school 

in their feedback and reminded of all their achievements in school, not just their academic performance. 

Throughout the year we provide spirituality experiences which afford opportunities for our children to 

look at different aspects of spirituality.  

 

Your case for excellence 

We pride ourselves on our inclusive community where everyone is valued and feel special.  We 

provide a broad and balanced curriculum with a wide range of additional experiences for our 

children, ensuring that everyone in our community has access to activities they may not otherwise 

experience and opportunities to develop new skills. We ensure all of our children have 

opportunities to access different extra-curricular opportunities or events. 

Our curriculum provides regular opportunities for our children to explore spirituality throughout 

the curriculum and ask/answer big questions.  

We are very proud of the support we have in place for our most vulnerable pupils. Social workers 

and other agencies have spoken very highly of the impact we have had on some of our children and 

the life changing effect this has had. We do this because we believe these children should have the 

same opportunities as their peers to develop and thrive because all are equal in God’s sight.  
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Strand 3: Character Development: Hope, Aspiration and 

Courageous Advocacy 
 

In developing character development in a Church school, the school must evaluate:             

To what extent does your school’s vision and its associated values develop aspiration in all pupils, 

giving them resilience to cope well when things are difficult and the perseverance to overcome 

barriers to their own learning and to make positive choices? 

Action and Impact  

• We develop aspiration in a number of ways, through class visitors and PSHE lessons, through visitors into 

school. Our children have aspirations for their future careers and want to do well in the future. This 

starts in Reception where one of their topics is people who help us and we have had a range of visitors, 

eg. Police, barristers, paramedics, dental hygienists, etc. We welcome parents and families sharing their 

expertise in school, whether this be through support or leading discussions. Y2 and Y6 have annual visits 

from the Fire Service.  

• One of the key ways we have looked at developing our children is to change our marking policy so that 

feedback is also given verbally as well as written and focuses on developing a child’s strengths and 

providing challenge for them. Growth mindset is used in all of our classes and we teach children to ‘have 

a go’ and believe they can achieve in everything and always to aim to get better and to make mistakes.  

The sentence ‘I can’t do it’ is not allowed to be said during class! Only ‘I cannot do it… yet!’  

• Our children are rewarded in many ways and for many reasons, academic, behaviour, manners, showing 

our Christian values. It is common to hear staff praising around the school for their good manners or 

their politeness as we know this encourages these values. Our children are encouraged to understand 

that God created them as they are and that they are special and should be the best they can be to 

honour God.  Children love being praised and encouraged by their peers in class and recognising when 

they have improved at something. They understand that they can get better at something and be praised 

and not just be praised for being the best at something. Children aspire to be praised for doing well and 

they understand what it means to show respect and good manners. Behaviour and relationships are 

outstanding. 

• Our children take part in many community events and understand what it means to be a good citizen. 

When we get involved in these events we talk about our reasons being that as Christians we care about 

others and want to share with them. Our children often decide which charities they want to support and 

why. Often these stem from personal experiences. As part of worship we look at courageous advocacy 

and reflect on famous people and the impact they have had on the world through their faith. As a school 

we have a range of different pastoral nurture support which starts with our whole school ethos. At class 

level this is developed through our approach to teaching and learning and having consistent staff in 

school. Staff know the children very well and understand their personal situations. Regular PSHE takes 

place and children discuss pastoral issues in class. We have pastoral support staff in school who run 

sessions for some children to support their specific difficulties.  One of our children each year, chosen 

by our music specialist, plays ‘The Last Post’ in our Remembrance Day Worship. Our children sing in the 

library for the community each Christmas. Children understand their behaviour is following in Jesus’ 

footsteps and acting as He did. Our children know they are precious in our sight and in God’s sight. Our 

children are able to understand how people can make a difference in the world by their roles. Our 

children understand the value to others of their participation in events and know that sometimes doing 

things for others is more valuable than doing things for themselves. They understand that we do this to 

show our Christian love. We also invite outside agencies to help promote pastoral such as NSPCC. 

Do leaders make sure all pupils have curriculum opportunities to look beyond themselves, ask 

‘big questions’ and think globally about life and develop an understanding of disadvantage, 

deprivation and the exploitation of the natural world?  

How effectively has the school explored and engaged in diocesan and other global 

companion/world church links? 
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Action and Impact 

• We explore Big Questions through our class worship and develop them on our display boards in school. 

Children are able to think deeply as a result of our work on Big Questions. They are also able to pose 

more spiritual questions.  

• We have strong links with the Diocese and our children and staff have attended Diocesan events. The 

Headteacher is very proud to be an Associate Adviser for the Diocese. He has his own allocation of 

schools, is involved in HT and Deputy HT appointments and leads support for school improvement. Our 

staff attend events as much as possible and this has also involved our children. 

• We have recently paired up with the Mikoroshoni School in Kenya. Our School Council work hard on these 

links and ensure our whole school community are kept updated. Two representatives visited school 

recently, leading workshops and sharing artefacts. This has given our children an additional dimension 

and brought this to life for our children. They want to help them and they want to serve them because 

they have a deeper understanding of their needs.  They have already taken part in several fundraising 

initiatives to help raise money for the school and have exchanged videos and pictures with children at 

the school. 

• We recently took part in a courageous advocacy project with other local Church of England Schools. 

Thinking of ways to help our world and sharing these ideas gave our children a voice and a platform.  

• Our curriculum is designed to ensure children have opportunities to look globally and gain an 

understanding of disadvantage, deprivation and the exploitation of the natural world.  For example, in Y3 

when children study the rainforest, they also look at the exploitation and deforestation involved in the 

palm oil industry.  Children explore how key Christian historical figures such as Martin Luther King Jr 

fought for equality and justice; they explore why and how people migrate and the plight of refugees and 

through persecution, for example of Jews during World War II.  This teaching is always underpinned by 

our Christian beliefs and values and links are made with the life of Jesus wherever possible: for example 

His early life as a refugee and His work on helping those whom society marginalized and mistreated. 

• Our curriculum also explores war and conflict. Our children think about WW1 or WW2 and we look at 

the service of people in these wars. We created a poppy archway for remembrance in our Serenity 

Garden to mark the centenary of the end of WW1. We are in such a short walking distance from the 

local War memorial that groups of children will attend and lay a wreath from school. We have an annual 

Remembrance service in school and one of our older children is chosen to play The Last Post on their 

brass instrument. This is always very powerful. This allows all our school community the opportunity to 

show their own personal gratitude to those who have suffered in war. 

• We discuss with children current affairs around the world in an age-appropriate manner, such as the 

current conflict in Ukraine; this often sparks a wish in the children to help and support in any way they 

can, for example by recently holding a collection of blankets and food etc for babies to be sent to the 

borders to support refugees. 

• Our worship reflects on Harvest through the world and considers others less fortunate. We collect each 

year for the needy in our parish at harvest. We support the Chorley Rotary Club Shoebox appeal at least 

biannually and are always inundated with filled boxes. One of our worship volunteers supports a charity 

called Inside Out in Preston which helps the needy in the area. We have donated cleaning equipment for 

this. Each class has a reflection area and these include questions about the world and the wider 

community to consider which are discussed in class. We have regular theme days in the curriculum which 

enhance learning for our children and help them understand the wider world. Children show respect to 

people of other cultures and beliefs, particularly those who are not as fortunate as ourselves.  

 

How well does the school community connect its ethical and charitable activities to the school’s 

vision and associated values? 

Do leaders provide opportunities for all pupils to engage in social action and to understand how 

they can challenge injustice? 

Action and Impact 

• Our children regularly ask to do bake sales, sell loom bands, etc. to raise money for a variety of causes, 

either locally, nationally or internationally and these often stem from members of their own family 
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suffering in some way. Parents are involved in helping us support charity events.  Our staff also initiate 

events. Each year, the school administrative officer organises a McMillan coffee morning and 

Grandparents Christmas Event. Many classes watch news clips at some point in the day. Newsround each 

day when children return from lunch. They discuss the news events and their personal views on the 

matters. Children have frequently gone home and discussed these events with family members or 

researched them further. Decisions about which charity to support are made by the School Council or by 

individual children/groups of children. Our decisions can be affected by local community issues or family 

circumstances. Why do we do all these things? Firstly, the children WANT to. They want to help and 

serve others. It brings us together as a community and gives us thanks for all we have. It also 

demonstrates that with hope many things are possible.  

Your case for excellence 

Children generate their own ideas for fundraising regularly – it has to be timetabled so as to not 

ask for too much, too often! They contribute regularly, as they understand their own privilege and 

the need to support others. We encourage our children to consider questions and think of their 

own answers. There are regular opportunities to develop their thinking of big issues in the 

classroom and in worship. Growth Mindset, Heartsmart and 5 ways to Wellbeing support our 

children’s self-esteem and Christian values. We work closely with our parish on community and 

overseas projects. Our projects are often directly linked to school members. 
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Strand 4: Community and Living Well Together  
 

In creating a community where all live well together, the school must evaluate:                                          

To what extent does your school’s Christian vision and associated values underpin relationships at 

all levels in the school community, enabling pupils to disagree well and to practice forgiveness and 

reconciliation? Is this reflected in the school’s behaviour, exclusion and attendance policies? 

Action and Impact 

• We pride ourselves on our strong school community which includes our children, parents, grandparents, 

families, governors, the church and the local community all working together. We have fantastic members 

of our school community who come in to support the school in so many ways: listening to children read; 

supporting learning in class; making sure our outdoor areas look nice; accompanying visits; supporting 

sponsored events and school discos etc. Everything we do as a community is based on everyone helping 

each other to ‘shine’. 

• Our behaviour system is based on positive reinforcement and forgiveness. When children have fallen out 

we look at conflict resolution and restorative justice to ensure relationships are secure. We talk about 

Jesus forgiving and forgiving each other and also talk to our children about ways to get along when they 

have differences. We ask the children how they feel and how they have made others feel. We also ask 

them to consider what they would do should the situation arise again. Behaviour is outstanding. 

• A few years ago, as a school, we faced some difficulties with extreme behaviour. We had to put in some 

exclusions but spoke to the families about these exclusions, worked with them to get support both in and 

out of school and reassured the families that we will continue to support their child to the best of our 

abilities to walk the right path. These led to placements in specialist provision, which all agreed was for 

the best. Siblings remained in our school with extremely positive relationships maintained. These children 

are now thriving. 

• We have a focus of ensuring that the mental health of our staff is good. A large focus in recent years was 

on reducing teacher workload which started with our marking policy and reduction of unnecessary 

paperwork.  SLT are looking at further ways to reduce staff workload whilst maintaining high standards 

throughout school. We purposely buy into an insurance policy that places wellbeing at the heart of 

everything. Staff have received medical advice and support as a result, both physically and mentally. Rev. 

Jo is also a massive support for our school on this. Staff feel valued and they know that we care. 

• As a school we feel that we offer hospitality to everyone in the community. All are welcome in our school. 

Helpers and volunteers and students are treated with the same respect as our teachers and welcomed into 

school equally. Relationships are strong and we regularly receive supportive comments on our open and 

friendly approach to visitors, whilst ensuring that we safeguard our children effectively. Our community 

feel they have a place in our school and are part of our school family. 

• Within school we have a proportion of previously looked after children and we support them fully. The 

whole staff are aware of ways to support them and ensure they feel loved and secure. We work with multi- 

agencies to support their families and look for opportunities in school to improve their self-confidence. 

These families feel supported and know they only need to ask if they need anything. 

• Where we feel a family may be struggling we invite them in to look for ways to help. We refer to Early 

help or other agencies to support them with their difficulties and buy resources in school to support their 

child. Due to staff being approachable, many families will come and ask us for help. 

• We listen to all our stakeholders and we value their views. We do questionnaires annually and we act on the 

views expressed. This helps shape our school as we move forwards. 

• The HT and office staff chase up on poor attendance and punctuality, ensuring parents understand the 

implication of poor attendance on their child. This, however, is very rare in our school. 

• Staff are valued in school. We let them know that they are valued and appreciated. They are able to 

attend important events and appointments for their own families without being afraid to ask. We provide 

food on inset days so staff don’t have to prepare their own. Staff are able to take their PPA at home, 

although this is optional. This is important in ensuring a positive work/life balance. 

• Staff are included in decisions for the school and their ideas respected.  They are offered opportunities 

to develop in their role and move their careers forward. When new staff arrive they feel welcomed and 

part of the team. More experienced staff look after them and ensure they feel supported. Staff support 
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each other with both professional and personal issues. Staff feel they can share with the team and will be 

supported.  

• When new pupils arrive we ensure they have someone to be a friend to them and look after them.  

• We celebrate diversity and difference in our school and this is demonstrated through the way our 

children accept children who have SEN.  

How well do leaders ensure there is support for good mental health in children and adults and a 

sense of belonging that embraces and celebrates difference? 

Action and impact 

• Work-life balance is very important in our school and family comes first. 

• Our children and staff see themselves as a family who support each other and encourage each other. 

Staff wellbeing is carefully monitored and we value our staff highly. Our staff insurance package includes 

all staff and they all are able to benefit from the wellbeing support offered. This can be accessed 

confidentially. Retention is not a problem in our school; staff love working here. 

• The headteacher has received supervision training in support himself and his staff in wellbeing. Staff have 

had yoga sessions offered to them following sessions in mindfulness and yoga. 

• All children take part in the Daily Mile, and many staff participate too. This is good for mind and body. 

• Opportunities for children to excel in all areas of the curriculum. Staff always have an ear for the 

children when they need to talk.  

• Parents have opportunities daily to come into school to talk to staff and address issues.  

• Children have work up on the walls so they can show work they are proud of. 

Your case for excellence 

Our community knows that we offer forgiveness and reconciliation. Our behaviour policy and 

management of behaviour reinforces this on a daily basis. Our children understand that we support 

them when they are struggling and they have compassion for others who may need help. They 

forgive and respect each other and we work on a foundation that all conflicts can be resolved with 

forgiveness at the core and an empathy for others, staff work with children to manage these 

discussions to ensure all feel they are handled fairly. Behaviour in school is exceptional and our 

children show good manners and respect to each other and to visitors which is frequently 

commented upon. The atmosphere in school is calm and all difficulties are handled in a sensitive way 

so that all feel listened to and valued. Effective conflict resolution is apparent throughout school.  

Staff speak very highly of the support they are given in school to develop personally and 

professionally and when they need the support of school. Comments throughout the SEF from staff 

show they feel exceptionally valued and supported by SLT and each other.  

We show exceptional support for our most vulnerable pupils providing levels of support beyond 

the standard to ensure they have opportunities to become successful and thrive in school. Staff 

support these decisions, often at great personal cost.  
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Strand 5: Dignity and Respect    
 

In creating a school environment built on dignity and respect, the school must evaluate:                                                                  

How well does your school’s Christian vision and associated values uphold dignity and value all God’s 

Children*, ensuring through its policy and practice the protection of all members of the school 

community? 

Action and Impact 

• We work hard to ensure that everyone in our community knows they are loved. We tell our children all the 

time that they are loved by God and by us and they share that with each other and with us. They 

therefore are very happy in school and feel safe. 

• We show our families we love them by welcoming them into school at events, by greeting them at the door 

of classrooms each day and chatting to them and building up relationships, thanking them for their 

contributions and sharing things with them. The HT is visible at the start and end of the day to chat to 

parents and listen to parents. HT welcomes people in to chat about issues and listens to parents.  

• We support families in difficulties by offering support through ourselves or agencies, sometimes financial, 

sometimes practical and sometimes emotional. We write to parents or email them if we feel they need to 

know that they are loved, eg. after a bereavement or in a difficult time.  

• We show forgiveness to our children and continue to support them when their behaviour is difficult 

because we want to show them they are loved and valued and we offer continual support to them and their 

families.  

• Our behaviour management strategies are focused on solving the reasons for poor behaviour rather than 

punishing them and often children are referred to support programmes to help them.  

• Our children and families speak highly of the way we show compassion to all of our children. Where 

behaviour is difficult we look at why and support the whole family to find solutions.  

• During meetings with parents of children with SEND, advice and support is provided through the use of 

appropriate websites and agencies.  

How well does the whole curriculum provide opportunities for all pupils to understand, respect and 

celebrate difference and diversity?  

Action and Impact 

  

• Our curriculum is designed to encourage children to understand respect and celebrate difference and 

diversity. Across school, in all subjects, we ensure that children are given examples of content from a 

variety of cultures and that this is integrated into teaching and the environment around them.  We ensure 

they have a factual understanding of different cultures and traditions, free from prejudice and embrace 

diversity, creating a culture where all children feel supported and comfortable as the person God meant 

them to be.  

• We have embedded a programme of visits to other faith places of worship. Each junior classes has a visit 

each year, meaning they have 4 different experiences. These include Judaism, Islam, Hinduism and 

different forms of Christianity. In addition, we welcome visitors from other faiths. We regularly have 

Prags from Cultural EducAsian in school, working with the staff and children, and other visitors too. This 

helps our children understand, which in term educates them in aspects of British Values. It also provides 

them with an appreciation of other’s faith. 

• We celebrate religious festivals from around the world, exploring the religious stories behind these 

festivals and how they are celebrated, often creating displays around school. 

• We have strong links with special schools in the area and support families when they feel they are ready 

to move their children to those schools.  

• We have a wonderful whole school fiction book library system, at the centre of our school, which the 

children can access weekly. Our volunteer librarian does a fantastic job. We also have a special RE library, 

which was funded through the Speaking Volumes initiative. Each class have a variety of books which look at 

diversity, and these are integrated and embedded in the class libraries. This makes diversity an everyday 

feature of classroom life. 
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• Our daily routines mean that children are welcomed into school each day by their class teacher and all feel 

valued as they enter the class. Parents have opportunities to share any issues at the start of the day to 

ensure we support children fully throughout the day. 

• We have created a diversity charter, which is reviewed annually and can be viewed on our website, setting 

out our aims and evaluating our practice. 

• Many of our resources reflect diverse cultures and faiths. We also welcome any of these being brought in 

from home to share more widely, giving more children a deeper understanding. 

b) Does the school have an approach to relationships and sex education (RSE) that ensures 

children are able to cherish themselves and others as unique and wonderfully made, and to 

form healthy relationships where they respect and offer dignity to others. 

Action and Impact  

• We have recently written a new SRE policy, which is based on the Diocesan views. Parents and Governors 

were consulted in this. The resource 1Decision supports this, as does the Christian aspects of Heartsmart. 

The policy involves all our children from R-Y6. As a result of consultations, all stakeholders understand 

and have ownership of this.   

• I am special themes in EYFS help children understand. Many RE units also support this, as does worship.  

• We teach our children to recognise that they are special and valuable in God’s sight and created by God as 

an individual and to value each other for our differences recognising each other as different and special. 

Our children have a good understanding of relationships and self-esteem and value.  

Your case for excellence 

Our children are all valued equally in school and we ensure that there are no barriers for any of 

our children through our provision for all.  Where there are difficulties we help our children find 

ways to overcome them through additional support in class or nurture support outside of the 

classroom. We have provided opportunities for example for our looked after children to share their 

experiences with each other and feel less isolated and parents have been very appreciative of this 

activity.  

Our children have a strong understanding of respecting each other and accepting everyone for 

themselves and the supportive way children in school support our SEN children is a real strength of 

the school. They nurture each other and look after each other in a genuine way where everyone 

feels included.  
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Strand 6: The impact of Collective Worship   
  

In developing collective worship that is inclusive, invitational and inspiring the school 

community needs to evaluate the extent to which worship:                 

Offers the opportunity, without compulsion, to all pupils and adults to grow spiritually 

through experiences of prayer, stillness, worship and reflection.   

Action and Impact 

 
• Our daily worship, in a range of styles, involves our children fully in inspirational worship that 

they enjoy and participate in fully.  Whole school worship reflects our Anglican tradition. 

Our worship table has liturgical colours, displayed as well as a cross, a candle to represent 

Jesus the light of our world and a Bible. Daily worship involves Anglican responses and 

blessings. 

• We open each act of worship by lighting the candle for God, our Father who created our 

world; Jesus who is the light of our world and the Holy Spirit who helps us to live.  We then 

say and sign ‘Come Lord Jesus’ three times. We use different prayers in addition to this and 

always end with The Lord’s Prayer. 

• We end our worship by signing our Vision Statement: ‘In our Christian family, we all ‘SHINE’ 

in the light of Jesus’. The children came up with the actions to go alongside this. This has 

given them ownership and a sense that their ideas are valued. 

• Our children have opportunities to pray throughout the day. We pray collectively in whole 

school worship and at lunchtime and the end of the day, in different ways in each class.  

• Our children are often invited to pray at the start of worship in their own way for something 

which is important to them. We collectively hold a different finger on our hands and pray for 

something, which always comes from the children, and them the little finger is something 

personal to them.  

• Children have opportunities to use the worship area in their classrooms for spontaneous 

prayer and reflection and also they can use the outdoor prayer space for reflection and 

prayer.  

• The impact of collective worship is often explored in our weekly class worships as children 

consider how they can demonstrate these values in their everyday lives. 

• Our environment reflects our Christian ethos throughout the school. There is evidence 

throughout the school of our values, our vision and our ethos which we are proud to share 

with all of our visitors to school. The school signage includes our Vision Statement headline, 

as does all letters, etc. and the full Vision Statement is proudly displayed at the front of our 

school. 

• We have had both planned and spontaneous outdoor worship. We have also used the outdoors 

for reflection and prayer. This reinforces to the children that we can praise God anywhere! 

Enables all pupils and adults to appreciate that Christians worship in different ways, for 

example using music, silence, story, prayer, reflection, the varied liturgical and other 

traditions of Anglican/Methodist worship, festivals and, where appropriate, the Eucharist. 

Action and Impact 
 

• We have used story bags, Godly Play, drama and interactive worships to help children engage 

and explore spirituality in a practical way  

• A mix of action songs, traditional hymns and modern worship music is used. Songs vary in 

style to reflect different types of worship music. Children enjoy choosing our worship songs.  

They are often chosen to reflect the theme. 

• Worship in school and church is varied, yet each contains the Anglican traditions. This 

applies when having worship outdoors or welcoming visitors to lead worship. 

Helps pupils and adults to appreciate the relevance of faith in today’s world to encounter 

the teachings of Jesus and the Bible and to develop their understanding of the Christian 

belief in the Trinitarian nature of God and its language.  

Action and Impact 
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• Our daily act of worship includes daily reference to the Bible, so children build up an 

understanding of the bible.  

• We ensure the content is engaging and relevant by involving our children in developing 

worship and giving us feedback on what they enjoy about it. They also help plan and lead our 

worship  

• Our children reflect daily on the trinity in worship. 

• During planning for worship, staff spend a lot of time searching for relevant clips/songs/ 

stories to engage the children. Using people the children recognise in their daily lives and 

who lead a Christian life, help to show the children the relevance of faith today 

 

Enables pupils as well as adults to engage in the planning, leading and evaluation of 

collective worship in ways that lead to improving practice. Leaders of worship, including 

clergy have access to regular training.  

Action and Impact 

 
• Our worship is planned by the HT and other members of staff.  An overall theme or themes 

for the half term ensure a clear path of learning.  

• Each week Rev. Jo plans and leads worship and we also have a wonderful volunteer, Mr Brian 

Whaite CBE, who plans and leads worship each fortnight. All teachers have planned and led 

their own worship. This variety gives worship a new dimension. 

• We have a weekly ‘Songs of Praise’ and each class have their own worship on a Thursday. 

Every Friday we have a Celebration Worship and parents are invited to attend. We have an 

excellent turnout and often it is standing room only. We celebrate birthdays, achievements 

in and out of school, as well as it being an act of worship.  

• Our worship is varied and inspiring and our children enjoy taking part in it. Visitors love being 

part of our worship and enjoy the opportunity to be involved.  

• The range of different styles of worship ensures we meet the needs of all our community 

and all have ways of developing spiritually through worship during the week.  

• Children have the opportunity to contribute in class worship so feel fully involved.  

• We have recently introduced classes planning and leading worship throughout the school 

year. Parents are invited to attend. This has been a lovely way for the children to see all 

their peers leading worship. 

• We recently introduced a whole school ‘Agape’ Eucharist worship. All members of staff were 

involved, and the bread and grape used to symbolise. Y6 children helped to plan and lead this.  

Encourages local church community partnerships to support the school effectively in 

developing its provision for collective worship.  

Action and Impact 
 

• Our links with Euxton Parish church are excellent. Rev. Jo comes into school at least weekly. 

We have four members of the church on our governing body and they are in school regularly 

and know the school well. The Headteacher attends the local church and has contributed to 

worship in many ways. 

• Members of the church attend worship in school and our church services throughout the 

year.  

• Our clergy welcome children into church for learning and also comes into school to teach. 

• School and church link extremely well. We get involved in joint projects such as the Harvest 

and the shoebox appeal at Christmas and work together for community projects. We have 

recently been supporting them in their roof appeal. 

• School and church publish events and invite each other along thereby forging relationships 

between members of both communities, creating one community in Christ.  
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Your case for excellence 

Worship regularly involves not just our pupils and staff but governors, parents and 

church members. Worship for us is a community event. Our children take an increasing 

lead in our worship development and active involvement in worship. Children 

experience Eucharist at the start of term as we begin our school year together in a 

community Eucharist service. Children understand the significance of this and value this. 

Our children pray regularly. They lead prayer in whole school worship and in class in a 

meaningful way. Each class has its own class prayer, written by the current class, but 

children each day are encouraged to pray for themselves in class. 

 

Strand 7: The effectiveness of religious education     
 

In developing effective religious education, a school must evaluate the extent to which:  

Through effective curriculum planning, RE provision reflects the Church of England Statement of 

Entitlement, or Methodist equivalent, develops religious literacy and meets statutory obligations.   

How well does RE help pupils to know about and understand Christianity as a living world faith 

through the exploration of core theological concepts using an approach that critically engages with 

text? 

How well does RE help pupils consider the impact and connection that Christianity has on Britain’s 

cultural heritage and the lives of people worldwide?  

Action and Impact 

• As a school we have adopted the Questful RE programme, supplemented by aspects of the Understanding 

Christianity scheme to fully meet the Church of England statement of entitlement. This ensures a clear 

focus on building children’s understanding of Biblical concepts through text, giving opportunities to 

explore the impact of this on the Christian community and lives of individual Christians. Children then 

reflect on these ideas in relation to their own responses. Teaching of other faiths and of Christianity 

throughout the world is integrated within each unit and opportunities for children to explore more deeply 

into a particular aspect of RE are given regularly.   

• Teaching is enriched through a wide range of resources and images.   

• The Big Frieze is on display in each classroom and is visited at the start of each unit to help children to 

bujld up a coherent understanding of the core concepts and where each unit fits in to the Bible timeline. 

• Links are made to prior learning and prior knowledge is elicited and revised at the start of each unit and 

recorded on floorbooks or in RE books.  This helps to ensure that children retain key knowledge and 

continue to move forward in their learning. 

• Rev Jo often visits classes to enrich their learning on particular units and children love asking her 

questions about her faith and relationship with God. 

• Key Christian historical figures and also those fighting for justice in the world today are studied as both 

part of the RE curriculum and wider curriculum, and children reflect on the impact that they have on the 

lives of people worldwide. 

• Standards in RE teaching are high throughout school. We know this because our RE subject leads do 

regular training for staff, provides them with regular support in staff meetings and we do shared book-

looks to ensure our teaching is good. Children see RE not only through direct RE lessons but also across 

the curriculum and through class and whole school worship. It underpins all of our teaching in school.   

• We encourage our children to look for Christianity around the world when on holiday so they understand it 

is a faith that is global. We encourage children to reflect their own views through discussion and 

interactive teaching styles in RE. This is evident in our floorbooks. This is also developed in class worship 

and other times throughout the day. Children understand through their visits to other churches around 

the world and visitors into school that Christianity is happening around the world in many different ways.  
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• Our RE subject leaders attend regular training to ensure they are up to date with current thinking. They 

also attends local cluster meeting to share good practice with local schools. They regularly lead staff 

meetings to share this information and good practice with teachers and support staff. Our displays in 

class are interactive and well used and have a prominent place in the classroom. We constantly renew our 

resources to enhance learning.  

• We ensure that in Worship, RE and History we look at prominent Christians and courageous advocates. We 

celebrate national events in school. All staff feel informed through excellent dissemination of training 

from our subject leader who is given time at staff meetings to keep teachers up to date on current 

thinking and good practice. She provides excellent support for our teachers to understand the new RE 

curriculum.  

• Children understand the impact people in history have had through their faith. Children understand the 

significance of world events and occasions and take part in celebrating them.  

Through effective curriculum planning, RE provision reflects the Church of England Statement of 

Entitlement, or Methodist equivalent, develops religious literacy and meets statutory obligations.   

How well does RE enable all pupils to develop knowledge and understanding of other major world 

religions and world views and their impact on society and culture? 

Action and Impact  

• Implementation of Questful RE ensures we cover the non-Christian faith units and links.  Visitors to 

school enchance our understanding of world religions through real recounts.  

• Each junior class visits a place of worship for a different faith, where each class has an opportunity to 

explore a different faith and understand it in greater depth.  

• Our children understand that there are many other faiths in our world and how different people worship 

and pray. They learn about similarities and differences and a respect for other peoples beliefs.  

• Regular celebrations of festivals from other faiths in school and displays reflect this.  

Through effective curriculum planning, RE provision reflects the Church of England Statement of 

Entitlement, or Methodist equivalent, develops religious literacy and meets statutory obligations.   

How well does RE give pupils a safe space to critically reflect on their own religious, spiritual and 

/or philosophical convictions? 

Action and Impact  

• Big questions are regularly asked through class worship, whole school worship and via our whole school 

interactive displays. These challenge our children to think about big issues and consider each others 

opinions.  

• Throughout the curriculum children are afforded opportunities to express their own views and listen to 

the views of others.  Children think and discuss views in a safe environment without judgement from 

others. They are able to explore different ideas and views and challenge each others thinking. 

• The structure of our RE curriculum means that children are regularly given opportunities to reflect on 

their own religious and spiritual convictions and to discuss these in the safe space of the classrooms.   

• Use of ground rules for class discussions and the open-minded, nurturing ethos in classrooms means that 

children feel able to discuss their opinions and perspectives.   

• Opportunities for children to record individually their ideas so that if they do not wish to share with 

other children, their wishes can be respected. 

• Use of worry jars/monsters and ‘Ask it’ baskets in classrooms means that if children have a concern, they 

can record it  

Do teachers share effective practice locally and regionally and engage in professional development?  

Does RE have in place rigorous systems of assessment? 

Action and Impact  

• We are part of the local cluster group for RE and our staff attend. This includes sharing book looks and 

sharing of scrapbooks.  
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• HT, RE subject lead and Governors have all attended several RE training days and shared this with ALL 

staff in school.  

• Staff and children regularly attend Diocesan training and events.  

• Assessment in RE is secure and the subject lead works with all staff to understand assessment. Staff do 

regular monitory and moderation together to share good practise between themselves and ensure 

progression through the year groups. We have also done this in our cluster, which helps us look at good 

practise throughout other faith schools and reflect on our own practise and opportunities.  

• All staff have had considerable CPD for RE over recent years and are well supported. This gives them 

confidence in teaching RE.  

How effective is RE teaching and learning in the school?  

Actions taken 

 

• Strong subject lead who empowers all teachers to teach well, providing lots of opportunities to work 

together and share good practice.  

• Enthusiastic children who enjoy the subject and are keen to learn. 

• Excellent standards in RE. 

Your case for excellence 

Our children enjoy RE and the opportunities it presents for different learning styles and discussions. 

They are able to articulate their ideas well and have strong understanding of the subject. Our books 

and work reflect the level of RE teaching and this is supported by all the staff in school. 

 


